












  He was known the one of  famous minimalist.   When making his work, he  is very particular 
about  the concept of  the project.   He  focus on the split of human.   Sometime, we realize  that his 
silhouette  is reflected  in his work.   Metaphorically,  Intentionally, Figurative and Unconsciously.    It 
honor  to  introduce his exposition  in Tokyo on  this  time  for me. His exposition  titled  “Espace de 








same  time,  it  is  fresh and pure.    In  spite of  simple  techniques,  this work makes a wonderfully 
complex device.  This time, it was reduce version, but, it kept the completely authentic.  I guess that 
one of the reason of this highly perfection is due to Mao Tao’s support.  Mao Tao, He is an Artist in 















this exposition. There are quite  independent  from performance of Jean-Luc Vilmouth. All of  their 
works were unique and attention to detail. 








the photos are  faded and decayed naturally. while preserving  the memories by photography,  the 
memories on  the photo also weather with  the passage of  time on  the subject.   He accepted  the 
natural death on photography. This is “simple”. It must be, that is Vilmouth’s spirits.
Clélia ZERNI, 《Atelier》（2019）
  “What do you  think”.    In  this phrase, all  students of Vilmouth can see his shadow.   He was 
always professor,  invincible adult and big artist. His advice  is very simple and quite correct. All 














They appeared suddenly  in town, and then,  the people will  to be the  incident and accomplices.    I 
witnessed the group of wolves of calling for friend in a deep forest under the clear blue grey night 











abstract with  inevitable coincidence.    It  is quite urban sense.  “same, same, but different”.    I  found 







Yuki  IWASE,  etc.  I wanted meet  remarkable  artists: Nøne Futbol Club, Renaud Baur, Florian 
Mermin, Jean-Philippe Basello, Anaïs Nieto, Claire Froës, Pauline Lavogez, Quin Han, Isaas Pelloquin, 
Hélène Froës, Chen Suxiang, etc . . . They will give a shock to our heart.
BEST BEST BEST!!!!
